Driver Education vs. Driver Training
There’s a difference between educating fleet drivers and training
them. Fleet managers need to do both in order to ensure a safe fleet.
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Driver education in the classroom can include topics such as a review of laws, defensive driving, and being prepared for the
unexpected.
The terms are often used interchangeably: driver training and driver education. You want your fleet to operate as safely as possible, so
you implement a driver training - or driver education - program. Same thing, it seems - either way, drivers are learning.
However, there are key differences between safe driver training and safe driver education, and knowing and understanding those
differences will make both more effective methods and keep the fleet safer.
The General Difference
One of the simplest differences between the two is that education is learning what, and training is learning how. It might seem a
distinction without a difference, but upon deeper reflection, the difference becomes clearer. Further, it becomes clear that they go hand
in hand in keeping drivers safe.
Harken back to high school; you likely took "Driver's Ed," or driver education. Part of the course entailed sitting in a classroom,
learning the rules of the road, reading and studying course material, and taking written exams. However, Driver's Ed didn't begin and
end there. Sitting in a classroom studying about driving is pretty much an exercise in futility if that learning is not put to practical use and that's where training enters the picture. You sat behind the wheel, next to the instructor, and you learned how to drive, taking that
classroom knowledge and using it to actually operate a vehicle.
You can take this logic and apply it to fleet safety. Safety education teaches drivers the importance of taking safety seriously, teaches
the techniques of defensive driving, and tests the "what" of safe driving. Safety training, on the other hand, puts a driver behind the
wheel (or some simulation thereof) and applies the education: learning what pressure to apply to a brake pedal, how far to turn the
wheel, how to use the mirrors, and how to react in an emergency - the "how" of safety.

Which is Appropriate and When?
Neither education nor training is a standalone process. Education is useless without training, and training impossible without
education. By the time they are hired by the company, most drivers have received some level of safety education, but likely not
training specific to that education.
Newly hired employees to be assigned company vehicles should be the starting point for driver education. Most of them have not
received any such education since the aforementioned Driver's Ed course in high school, and that course focused on laws and
regulations. Although this is certainly part of learning to drive safely, the responsibilities that come with driving a company-provided
vehicle go beyond initial training.
The company's fleet policy should be added to state and local laws, including:
● Why and under what criteria the company provides a vehicle.
● Personal use rules.
● The employee's responsibilities in carrying out proper vehicle care.
● How accidents are classified (chargeable/non-chargeable), and what the consequences are if chargeable accidents occur.
● How violations are classified, motor vehicle record (MVR) reviews, and consequences for incurring such violations.
These and other fleet policy details should be first on the driver education list. Newly hired drivers should have the policy explained to
them, know where to access it going forward, and sign off on it in writing.
Begin with Safety Education
The next step in driver education is safety. Drivers should obey traffic laws not just to avoid citations and fines, but to help keep
drivers and pedestrians safe from damage and injury. However, the science of safe driving goes well beyond that into how drivers can
not only avoid liability for accidents, but avoid accidents altogether.
There are more definitions of defensive driving than time and space here permits. The overall concept, however, holds that drivers
should proceed with an awareness of their surroundings as well as other drivers, taking each into consideration and anticipating
actions and conditions that may lead to accidents. It is this concept that forms the foundation of safety education.
Because defensive driving requires that drivers assume the "other guy" will do something unexpected (such as run the stop sign or the
red light, jaywalk, turn left from the right lane, etc.), the purpose of safety education is to teach drivers what to anticipate and when.
The driver should be aware of the possibility that he or she will have to deal with another driver ignoring traffic controls and should
anticipate what to do if the situation arises.
What's more, safe driving begins even before the driver hits the gas pedal, with a pre-trip vehicle inspection. Perhaps the signal light is
out, or the brakes won't hold, or the power steering fluid is low and handling will be sluggish. Drivers should inspect the vehicle
regularly, making certain all systems are operating properly, all lights work, and the vehicle is safe to drive. This is part of the overall
safety education process.
For the most part, drivers know how to drive safely; it is the repetition that keeps safety in their minds. The regular communication of
safety concepts can be the difference between hitting another driver who runs a red light and avoiding the incident.
Reinforce with Safety Training
The process for teaching the "what" of safe driving is linked to the process of training the "how." You can educate drivers without
training them, but you cannot train them without educating them. Driver training is the more difficult of the two, as the logistics of
training hundreds or thousands of drivers scattered across a wide area are challenging. However, merely stopping with education does
little unless drivers are trained to put into use what they've learned.
Ideally, of course, training occurs behind the wheel, as drivers are challenged to put into practice what they've seen in the classroom.
This is particularly important when employees will be driving trucks that aren't large enough to require a commercial driver's license

(CDL) but larger than the typical light truck or van. Delivery trucks require skilled use of mirrors and a well-developed depth
perception for parking, backing, and driving in traffic. Training for drivers of this type of specialty vehicle should be done behind the
wheel whenever possible.
Behind-the-wheel training is preferable, but remote training is an alternative. There are a number of good video training modules
available that enable employees to watch other drivers behind the wheel. The fleet's insurance company can often provide good
training materials, and the company's marketing department may be able to produce training material in-house.
Driving simulators are an excellent means by which training can be accomplished, particularly remotely. Interactive training via the
Web is becoming more sophisticated and can help overcome the logistics of training large numbers of remote drivers. Indeed, if flight
simulators can train airline pilots, driving simulators can do the same for fleet drivers.
A Distinction, with a Difference
We can now see the difference between driver education and driver training. Driver education is a classroom exercise, where
employees are taught the rules of the road and the importance of safety to both themselves and others, and where a "safety culture" can
be initiated. The key to its success is communication and repetition of the overall fleet policy, safety policy, "rules of the road,"
vehicle condition inspection, and defensive driving tactics.
Driver training is more of a hands-on activity, where drivers are trained to take what they've learned and put it to practical use,
practice the techniques, and are scored on how well they do so. Training is best done behind the wheel, but a variety of other methods
are available, including online remote training, group video training, coaching (training trainers within the company), and observation
of driving performance by a supervisor.
Too many companies give only lip service to the importance of driver education and sometimes ignore driver training completely. A
single accident costing few thousand dollars can, depending upon the company's profit margins, require tens or hundreds of thousands
of dollars in additional sales to generate the profits necessary to pay for it. Giving attention to driver education and coupling it with
driver training can help save the company money and avoid physical damage or injury to employees, their families, and the public.
Learn the difference between the two, and make them both a regular part of a fleet driver's job .

